Kills 99.9% of Household Bacteria*  

Disinfectant Toilet Bowl Cleaner  

Removes Rust, Lime Scale & Hard Water Stains

Active Ingredient:  
Hydrogen Chloride...... 20.00%  
Other Ingredients.....80.00%  
Total.................100.00%  

(1 PT) 16 FL OZ (473 ml)
Rust Stains and Lime Deposits

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
To open - Hold bottle firmly, push down on cap and turn counter-clockwise. Be careful not to squeeze bottle when removing cap. To reseal, turn cap clockwise until tightly closed.

TO CLEAN BOWL:
Flush toilet. Raise toilet seat. Open cap and point bottle down into bowl. Carefully direct product onto the sides of the bowl and under the rim. Close cap. Brush to cover all surfaces of the bowl. Flush toilet. For heavily stained bowl, repeat above procedure.

TO CLEAN TANK:
Empty tank and apply to sides. Do not apply directly to internal working parts. Brush then fill and flush.
The Works Disinfectant Toilet Bowl Cleaner can be used as a disinfectant in homes, schools and offices. DO NOT SPILL OR PLACE ON COUNTERTOP, CARPET, FLOORING, BATHTUB, SINK, ENAMEL OR CHROME SURFACES. CLEAN SPILLS IMMEDIATELY! FOR TOILET BOWL USE ONLY!

TO DISINFECT:
Remove heavy soil from surfaces with bowl brush. Apply at least 6 fl. oz. of product onto all interior bowl surfaces. Let product remain 10 minutes before brushing, making sure to get under the rim. Flush with clean water.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
To open - Hold bottle firmly, push down on cap and turn counter-clockwise. Be careful not to squeeze bottle when removing cap. To reseal, turn cap clockwise until tightly closed.

FIRST AID:
IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING:
Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF SWALLOWED:
Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

IF INHALED:
Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:
Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Keep this product in original tightly closed container when not in use. Store in a cool, dry, well ventilated area.

PESTICIDE STORAGE:
Store out of reach of children in original container.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL:
Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.

NOTE:
Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.
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